Wedding Photography Guide
So much goes into planning and preparing your wedding day but the
fact is there are two things that will last for more than that one day:
your love for each other and your wedding photos.
Your photos will allow you and your family (and your kids and your
grandkids) to re-live that wonderful day when you got married.
Your photos are all about your day and our photography captures the
day as it unfolds. It's a service that is designed to fit in around your
plans and make sure we get a wonderful record of your day whilst also
ensuring you've enough time to celebrate with your family and guests.
We'll be there with you from the point where the Bride leaves the
family she grew up with to the celebration of the creation of new family
with her husband.
You'll have a book full of happy memories and you'll be able to look
fondly back on your wedding day and remember how special it was.

Our wedding package covers the essentials of your
wedding day:
- Bridal Preparation at Home
- Groom and Bridal Party Arrival
- Candid photography during the Ceremony
- Formal Groups
- Portraits of the Bride and Groom
- Coverage of the Reception up to the Meal
It can also be extended to cover Groom's Preparation,
Speeches and the First Dance as options
The Package includes Essential Coverage and a choice of a
30 page Traditional Album of or a 40 page Photobook
Album (both take 60-100 images).
- The Album Package - €1500
o Essential Coverage + Album
- The Digital Package - €1050
o Essential Coverage + High Res Images on
DVD
- The Complete Package - €1750
o Essential Coverage + Album + Digital
Images
Contact us now to check your date and make an appointment to come in and find out more...

Rob Lamb Photography

021 429 3714

rob@roblambphoto.com

Lots more info:
-

Each wedding is given their own private personal web site. The web site includes:
o A slideshow of the highlights of your wedding pictures designed to allow anyone you want to
share the site with to get a flavour of your day without going through the full set of images
o A full multi-page flash gallery of the edited photos. This is the full set of corrected and edited
images. They are numbered so that you can start to use this gallery to choose the images you
want to use in the album
o Once an album design is put together, the preview gallery for the album is added to the site.

-

A typical wedding will receive between 300 and 500 images in the gallery depending on how the day
unfolds. More are taken on the day but they are selected to give you the best ones. Nothing is left out
but generally we take out very similar images and leave the ones where everyone is looking their best.
All the gallery images are corrected and some editing may be done so that you can see fully how an
image can be used in the album.

-

Any image can be converted to black and white and used in the album. The gallery will generally have
a sample of black and white images where we think that an image looks stronger that way. But you can
have any image converted and we're happy to advise on how that might work in your album.

-

If you choose the Digital Package then you receive all the images included in the Gallery in High
Resolution. In this case the fee includes permissions to make your own prints and albums but copyright of
all images remains with Rob Lamb Photography. If you want to use digital images on-line then that's
normally OK but we ask you to talk to us about how that impacts the digital rights of the images.

-

There are loads of options on the wedding albums: you can change the size, number of pages and the
covers. The package includes two very different styles of albums in the most popular sizes and we've
found the choice between them to be a very personal one. It would be impossible to list all the pricing
for all the different options but if you've seen something specific then we can price that for you.

-

A deposit it required to confirm your booking. This is normally €300. The balance is due on or before
your wedding date. Credit card payments and EFT options are available.

-

Our wedding service includes a pre-wedding meeting - usually about a week before the big day - to go
through detailed planning for the day. We need both bride and groom at the meeting so that we can
go through:
o Detailed logistics for the day: when to start, when to move, where we'll be doing what and that
kind of thing.
o What family groups need to be taken and when. There's no problem doing more on the day but
we won't leave the wedding until we've everything on the list taken.
o Contact numbers for everyone.
o Special requests, unusual things that you need to make sure I get photos of.
o When you'll get to see the proof galleries - normally this is when you're back from honeymoon.
o Any questions you might have about what we'll be going through at the wedding.

-

You get to review the album design before it's printed. There's an opportunity to make changes if they
are needed.

-

All our work is covered by standard terms and conditions and we carry both Public Liability and
Professional Indemnity Insurance. See http://www.roblambphoto.com/termsconditions.htm for details.

-

Our main website www.roblambphoto.com contains lots of information about our family portrait work but
we've kept the wedding portfolio separate to make the site more straightforward for our portrait clients.
We have a large portfolio of wedding work available on-line including sample micro-sites containing full
wedding coverage. Please contact us to get access to this material.
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